
From the window by Xavier Goldfinch 
 
The orange glow of warmth reflects against the windowpanes, blinding innocent eyes. The window 
cleaner hoists his lime green safety clips to the buckles and the plank underneath him rises, soars.  
 
‘Floor 11: Sunshine Childcare’ the sign reads. Through the glass young children scuttle and giggle for 
the sake of it, unaware of the glass or the tools wiping it. Guardians urging kids to “come down from 
there,” “don’t eat that” or “no touching!” There’s a clunk and the plank moves once more.  
 
‘Floor 17: Retro Arcade’ the sign reads. Pixelated lasers and bangs erupt through the tinted glass. 
Games of pool and air hockey are played, as teenagers roll neon bowling balls along hard-pine 
boards and try to get strikes or spares. With another jolt the plank continues up. 
 
‘Floor 23: Mini Aquarium’ the sign reads. Wonder and amazement pours through the glass as 
families and friends gaze through different panes. Fish and coral throw vibrant colours through the 
astounded eyes of children and their frazzled parents. Whirring occurs and the plank goes up again.  
 
‘Floor 29: Buffet Room’ the sign reads. Delicate smells waft in and out the window as workmates 
walk from one side of the room to the other, collecting bits of food to conquer their appetites. The 
yells of “order up!” pierce the compacted roof of the room, as waiters scurry to and from tables. Up 
again. 
 
The sight of the food urges him to take a break. He pulls out his tattered lunchbox  and taking 
ferocious bite after ferocious bite, he wolfs down the sandwich, until there is no more empty space 
in his stomach. He flicks the switch and the plank moves up again. 
 
‘Floor 35: Page Turners’ the sign reads. A soft hush slides through the glass as small groups of 
people lean on squashy beanbags and reserve books for their families. Unlike the arcade there are 
many rules here, ‘NO FOOD OR DRINK’, ‘NO DOG-EARED BOOKS’ and ‘NO NOISE’. Slowly the plank 
shifts up. 
 
‘Floor 41: Artistic Creations’ the sign reads. Imagination rains hard on the window, whilst seniors 
paint on blank canvases to free space in the mind. Some people awake and others asleep, with faces 
planted into the easels of paint. This time instead of going up the plank moves down.  
 
Looking down at the ground far below there are dots moving along the footpath. Some dots 
carelessly walk across the road through a green light and almost get hit by oncoming cars. Long lines 
of wood represent empty benches.  
 
Once a sunny sky is now turning purple as the sun comes down. The dots grow bigger and soon the 
dots will be full sized, everyday people. His feet touch the ground and just like that everything is 
normal. 
 
Another day, another dollar and soon he’ll be up there again, soaring.  
 


